MANIFESTO

I, Varad Rajesaheb Mane(18D070034) contesting for the post of Technical Affairs Secretary of Hostel 2, if elected will do my best to discharge my duties as the same, and in particular, I will:

General:
1. Increase participation in GCs (especially among freshies) by publicising the event on H2 mail forum. For freshies, I propose to conduct frequent visits to keep them informed of upcoming events, so they can plan stuff accordingly.
2. In case of high prep GCs, I propose to conduct some pre GC rounds so that the best team will get to participate in the GC.
3. Put up the approximate GC timetable for both the semesters on H2 forum as well as the website.
4. Ensure that all the freshies are aware of the technical activities happening in insti.
5. Conduct a tech team talk for freshies, wherein Seniors from various tech teams talk to freshies about their experience. (An attempt at increasing the technical awareness.)
6. Organise 1/2 monthly Tech Magazines (conduct the poll once again).
7. Coordinate with other secretaries for PAF related work.

Tech Room:
1. Create an inventory list and share it with all the residents of H2.
2. Upload a google form to check whether someone wants some additional items.
3. Set up WiFi in the tech room and install relevant softwares on the PC there, again by conducting a poll.
4. Make sure that there is a user manual for all machines.

Initiatives:
1. Try to finish the washing machine display project during my tenure, in collaboration with the Web Secretary.
2. Discuss problems faced by hostelites in a sort of a town hall fashion, and discuss probable solutions as well, and try to implement them.
3. Set up common wifis in the hostel corridors (not wireless, for torrent, if possible).

Credentials: Junior Design Engineer at IIT-B Racing.